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CAT Topic: Can paramedics easily be trained to use pre-hospital ultrasound for
trauma assessment?
Clinical Scenario
You are called code 1 to motor vehicle accident (MVA) where it is car vs. tree. On arrival
you find a patient has self-extricated from a vehicle that is wrapped around a tree and appears
to be ALOC. You find that patient has lacerations over their body, and you find out they were
going around 70km/h before the tree. They are now complaining of severe pain in their
abdomen and clutching themselves and very disorientated. You call HARU for backup assess
internal bleeding using a focussed assessment with sonography for trauma (FAST) scan.
PICO (Population- Intervention- Comparison- Outcome) Question
The FAST scan is used to detect free fluid in the peritoneal cavity to assess injuries quickly
for needing surgical intervention. This is crucial in the prehospital setting particularly for
mass-casualty incidents (MCIs) as this can give paramedics the ability to effectively triage
patients and can change the outcome for these patients. Specialty officers carry these
sonograph machines in different services but can the general paramedic population on road
be easily trained to incorporate these machines into their practice?
Search Strategy
Keywords used in the search for both Medline Ovid and EMBASE, (paramedic or prehospital
or out-of-hospital or ems) AND (ultrasound) AND training
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Comments
-

Majority of articles are in a controlled setting and the relevance of the data may be
different to a distracting mass casualty incident (MCI).
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Majority of articles reported significant findings between pre and post test scores
assessing mainly image quality, confidence in using the equipment and identification
of pathologies

-

There is a lack of standardised training curriculum through the different ambulance
services

Consider
From the relevant articles it does show that paramedics are able to be trained in using
point of care ultrasound (POCUS) and therefore a change in practice is recommended. There
are minimal consequences of the use of this examination other than false negatives which
may impact patient’s outcome and its shown to be a quick examination from the articles.
Early diagnosis in the prehospital setting is crucial in order to effectively triage and transport
to appropriate hospitals. Due to the operator dependency of this equipment a level of
education and training is required before this change in practice should occur. The articles
assessed showed that a four-hour hands-on training course to be significantly effective as a
minimal amount of training for paramedics before implementing this examination in the field.
Clinical Bottom Line
Paramedics can be easily trained to use a POCUS machine as part of their trauma
assessment. It should be recommended that regular updates/ trainings also be implemented to
reduce the incidences of false negatives and effectively triage MCI patients.
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